There is a growing interest in protein dielectrophoresis (DEP) for biotechnological and pharmaceutical applications. However, the DEP behavior of proteins is still not well understood which is important for successful protein manipulation. In this paper, we elucidate the information gained in dielectric spectroscopy (DS) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and how these techniques may be of importance for future protein DEP manipulation. EIS and DS can be used to determine the dielectric properties of proteins predicting their DEP behavior. Basic principles of EIS and DS are discussed and related to protein DEP through examples from previous studies. Challenges of performing DS measurements as well as potential designs to incorporate EIS and DS measurements in DEP experiments are also discussed.
Proteins are essential for life. As enzymes they catalyze chemical reactions and in cell membranes they build ion channels and pumps; they are responsible for signal generation and transmission and they also act as antibodies, hormones, toxins, antifreezing agents, elastic fibers or source of luminescence among other functions. The development of an efficient, fast and economical purification, separation and identification method of proteins is of great interest in many fields such as fabrication of pharmaceuticals, in diagnostics but also in therapy [1] . Great efforts are being devoted to the development of separation techniques for the concentration, separation and identification of these macromolecules. Standard chromatography and electrophoresis based techniques are well-established routine methods for the separation of proteins. However, conventional separation techniques reach their limitations for increased sample complexity demanding for the analysis of relevant disease markers in extremely small concentration and within a huge background [2] . A novel technique such as dielectrophoresis (DEP) can be used as an alternative to the traditional protein purification and separation methods for proteins, since DEP can achieve manipulation of biomolecules in gel-free environment as well as rapid separation and preconcentration capability [2] [3] [4] . In addition, performing these processes in microfluidic systems allows handling of nanoliter volumes, different processing steps without sample transfer, short analysis time achieved by reduction of length scales without loss of efficiency, a high degree of parallelization, high-throughput processing and process automation [5, 6] . Furthermore, performing DEP on microfluidic platforms allows generating DEP may interplay with other effects. Electrokinetic effects as well as diffusion of the particles have to be considered since they may counteract the DEP force. The electrokinetic flow, which is proportional to the electric field, comprises the effects of electroosmosis and electrophoresis. Electroosmotic flow is the movement of bulk liquid when a DC electric field is applied in a microchannel on particle motion relative to charged channel walls. In contrast, electrophoresis is the movement of charged particles in the presence of an electric field. Electrokinetic effects may be controlled through suitable application of AC potentials or surface coating of the microfluidic channels.
The frequency dependence and dimension of the particle to be manipulated with DEP provides a large parameter space for tuning the dielectrophoretic properties of materials but also for analytical applications. This has also generated a substantial interest in the manipulation of proteins by DEP and its applications in protein separations despite the extremely large electric field gradients necessary to evoke large enough protein DEP [8, 12] . Protein DEP has been typically reported as pDEP up to the MHz range [1, 10, [13] [14] [15] and some found a transition from pDEP to nDEP associated with a cross over frequency in the MHz range [1, 13, 15, 16] . The experimental evidence of protein DEP has mainly been based on fluorescence observation at specific applied potential and frequency through changes in fluorescence intensities of labeled proteins [10, [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Knowledge of the dielectric properties of proteins prior to DEP experiments would facilitate the design of protein DEP experiments as well as the applications in separation sciences. The prediction or determination of Re[f CM (ω)] would thus be of great importance for future advances in protein DEP. Unfortunately, the current knowledge on protein polarization and its relation to DEP remains little explored. Additionally, the various experimental conditions and device characteristics under which protein DEP has been studied in the past impeded the development of a universal theory for protein DEP. However, established techniques such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) or dielectric spectroscopy (DS) could serve as a suitable pool of existing knowledge or if further developed provide valuable information on the polarization behavior of proteins under DEP conditions. EIS is a powerful tool for label-free analysis and characterization of biological systems such as cells, but also biomolecules such as DNA and proteins [17] [18] [19] . Impedance is inversely related to the complex permittivity of a sample [19] . Thus, Re[f CM (ω)] can be quantified by EIS resultant from dielectric spectra [17, 20] . Note that when EIS is used to study dielectric properties of materials, the technique is then called DS [19] . For several biological particles, the quantification of Re[f CM (ω)] through EIS or DS has been performed, such as for example for various cell types [17, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The quantification of Re[f CM (ω)] through EIS or DS has however not been explored in detail for proteins, as far as we know. However, a couple of publications have reported the use of EIS in combination with DEP for detection of proteins [29, 30] . We suggest that EIS and DS could provide a useful knowledge pool for predicting the DEP behavior of proteins by quantifying the permittivity of proteins to determine the Re[f CM (ω)] at a frequency of interest, as we will see in sections titled 'Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)' and 'Dielectric spectroscopy (DS) of proteins'.
In recent reviews [31, 32] , advances in purification, concentration and fractionation of proteins using DEP have been summarized; however, these review papers neither overview potential quantification methods to determine Re[f CM (ω)] of proteins experimentally nor discuss the issues that have been preventing the quantification of protein polarizability which is the key to further DEP advances. In this review paper, we discuss EIS and DS as potential techniques to quantify the polarization of proteins via Re[f CM (ω)] as well as the issues that have been the bottleneck for applying those techniques and suggest possible solutions. We start by summarizing the advances in protein DEP followed by the basis of EIS and its relation with DEP. Finally, we focused on the DS measurements of proteins, and its challenges for DEP applications including future perspectives. With the advent of microfabrication techniques and LOCs, it has been possible to perform EIS and DS experiments on biological particles suspended in physiological media [17, 24, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , and we envision that those techniques will gain large importance in the determination of protein DEP behavior and the application of DEP for relevant biological techniques based on proteins.
Advances in protein DEP
DEP has proven to be a versatile mechanism for manipulating various micro-and nano-scale bioparticles (i.e., cells, viruses, bacteria, DNA and proteins) and has led to applications in separations [39] [40] [41] as well as diagnostics [42, 43] . This potential of DEP for analytical purposes has also led to the interest for applications with proteins. In 2010, Garza-Garcia and Lapizco-Encinas [32] in their review paper reported only six research groups working with protein DEP, whereas by 2013 around 20 research groups were reported in a review by Nakano et al. [31] reflecting the great interests in protein DEP. In this section, we present a summary of the studies reporting protein DEP published after this review to date. Additionally, we will review the two most commonly employed techniques for protein DEP.
The microfluidic format is ideally suited as platform for protein DEP studies as it allows the generation of large electric fields and gradients thereof. Devices allowing manipulation of proteins by DEP have thus been integrated on LOCs in most cases. Their popularity is based on several key properties, such as high flexibility of design, low sample consumption, rapid analysis time and minimization of manual handling steps, which are of interest for bioanalytical applications. Devices like these therefore hold the promise of facilitating highly efficient, reproducible and standardized bioanalysis workflows coupled with low sample consumption. In addition, the integration in microfluidic devices renders laminar flow conditions for most applications and allows coupling of hydrodynamic and electrokinetic forces [8] . In particular, microfluidic devices for DEP applications seem highly suited to extend current protein separation methods as DEP has the potential to both serve as a concentration tool and as a separation tool.
Two major approaches have been implemented to create inhomogeneous electric fields for protein DEP: electrode-based DEP (eDEP) and insulator-based DEP devices (iDEP). eDEP devices can achieve inhomogeneous field gradients with low applied potentials by patterning microelectrodes integrated into microfluidic environments, see Figure 2A . However, eDEP involves disadvantages, such as electrode reactions occurring in the DEP manipulation regions and field gradients localized around the microelectrodes [6] [7] [8] . iDEP devices emerged as an alternative device to overcome the common problems of eDEP devices. In iDEP devices, insulating obstacles are located inside of the channel while the electrodes are located at the inlet/outlet of the microfluidic device; see Figure 2B -D. The presence of the insulator structures distorts the electric field creating field gradients in a microfluidic channel. In iDEP devices homogeneous electric field gradients are established throughout the entire depth of the microfluidic channel [7, 8] . Nakano et al. [31] have recently reviewed the different devices reported for protein iDEP. Those iDEP devices for protein studies include nanoconstrictions [15] , post-arrays [2, 4] , sawtooth [44] and nanostructures [9] .
Since the first attempts of protein DEP, a wide variety of electrode-and insulator-based DEP microdevices have been developed, fabricated and successfully employed to manipulate and to separate bioparticles. Figure 2 provides a schematic of the most common DEP devices for protein DEP studies. Excellent reviews are available, summarizing realized geometries, devices and fabrication strategies [3, [6] [7] [8] 45 ] to which we refer the reader for more detail. The geometry of the microfluidic device is important since the literature indicates that protein DEP studies greatly depend on the design of the microfluidic device in addition to the other influences resulting from an interplay with electrokinetic effects (electroosmosis and electrophoresis) and diffusion properties of proteins.
Earlier literature focused on the realization of significant DEP forces acting on proteins and the advanced solutions generating large electric field gradients showed considerable promise. Large model proteins such as phycoerythrin [10] or well-characterized and stable proteins such as avidin or streptavidin [13] have been employed for demonstrations of protein DEP. In the last few years, the level of complexity has improved and the use of a larger variety of proteins with diagnostic importance has been reported. Liao et al. demonstrated a new method for protein enrichment in nanofluidic channels by nanoscale iDEP under physiological buffer conditions applying an AC signal [15, 16] . Nakano et al. demonstrated a detailed investigation of factors influencing DEP of diagnostically relevant IgG molecules using an iDEP device under DC conditions [46] . A nanostructured insulatorbased DEP approach was used to enhance enrichment of bovine serum albumin (BSA) by Camacho-Alanis et al. under DC conditions [9] , and more recently for the study of the DEP behavior of β-galactosidase showing nDEP under DC and low-frequency conditions [11, 47] . Staton et al. reported a novel method for concentration of Aβ amyloid fibrils [44] . Furthermore, the influence of device scaling in iDEP geometries for protein manipulation was investigated by Chaurey et al. [48] . Immobilization of proteins in a microelectrode and nanoelectrode array using DEP have also been reported recently by Hoelzel's group [49, 50] and Sanghavi et al. [51] was able to preconcentrate neuropeptides for further electrochemical detection.
In all these examples, proteins are dissolved in buffer solutions for direct manipulation through DEP. However, novel strategies for protein DEP manipulation are emerging in recent years. For example, modified electrode surfaces with self-assembled monolayers of antibodies have been performed prior to protein manipulation in order to bind antigens [30] . A similar strategy has been reported using antibody-modified electrode surfaces to capture antigens with DEP [29, 52] . An alternative strategy for protein DEP manipulation is the use of colloidal particles or nanoparticles modified with proteins. Chuang et al. immobilized nanoparticles modified with antibodies using DEP, followed by binding antigens with previously immobilized antibodies [53] . A similar procedure was also reported for trapping BSA [54] . Honegger et al. modified Janus particles with fibronectin to later study the DEP behavior of those particles that have been selectively coupled with fibronectin [55] . Finally, Javanmard et al. [56] used a mixture of beads coated with IgG and demonstrated the removal of the protein from the buffer solution.
Although the experimental community has developed different approaches for protein DEP manipulation, as shown above, theoretical models as well as techniques predicting the DEP behavior of proteins should be further advanced to allow the experimentalists to improve existing approaches for applications. The theoretical models reported to predict the dielectrophoretic behavior are complex and a universal theory for protein DEP is not available [31] . Therefore, future frequency-dependent DEP studies on a large variety of proteins should allow developing refined theoretical models. On the other hand, several techniques have been proposed to predict Re[f CM (ω)] including the particle motion method [57, 58] , optical tweezers [59, 60] , zeta potential measurements [61] , electro-rotation [26] as well as EIS and DS measurements. In particular, EIS and DS have gained widespread use in developing biosensors [33] , and have already been used to predict the DEP behavior of cells [22, 26] , and as a detection method for bacteria [62] . In addition, EIS has also been used to determine the DEP properties of DNA through measuring capacitance changes between microelectrodes [63] . However, EIS and DS have not yet been employed for the determination of the Re[f CM (ω)] of proteins as far as we know.
The DEP behavior of several proteins as summarized in Table 1 has been mainly determined by localizing the area of protein concentration or trapping using fluorescence microscopy and was in some cases confirmed by numerical simulations. We can see from this table that most of the studies report pDEP behavior. Only the proteins BSA [4] and β-galactosidase [11, 47] have been reported to demonstrate nDEP behavior under DC conditions while the nDEP behavior observed for Avidin was determined at high frequency [64] . However, the reported DEP behavior was in most cases not related to a quantitative analysis of Re[f CM (ω)] or to theoretical models for the proteins listed in Table 1 ; only Clarke et al. [65, 66] determined a particle conductivity of 24.6 S/m for yellow fluorescence protein showing pDEP under DC conditions, which can be used to calculate Re[f CM (ω)] assuming only the conductivity of the protein and medium contribute to it. DS and EIS measurements can potentially be used to determine the Re[f CM (ω)] of proteins by determining the dielectric permittivity of the protein and the medium, as we will discuss below. In addition, the range of frequencies where the DS and EIS measurements can be performed is of great relevance since different information related to protein-protein and protein-water interactions can be obtained depending on frequency (see section titled 'DS of proteins'). Moreover, according to mathematical approximations at low frequencies, the Re[f CM (ω)] can be expressed in terms of only real conductivities of the particle and medium [71] . Hence, very low frequency measurements in EIS or DS could potentially be compared with DEP behavior under DC conditions.
On the other hand, DS and EIS measurements have to be detected in strategic regions (where the protein concentrates or gets trapped) because pH as well as temperature gradients can be generated along with microfluidic channels [72, 73] , and protein concentration varies along the channel which would influence the EIS/ DS measurements of the proteins under study [74, 75] . In section titled 'Linking EIS and DS with DEP', we will discuss the integration of DS and EIS measurements in DEP devices suggesting existing microfluidic platforms that can be used for this purpose. Finally, EIS and DS techniques have the advantage of being label-free, which is of special interest in bioanalysis since it would eliminate the need to modify biomolecules with fluorescent dyes, enzymes, redox or radioactive labels [76] . Thus the integration of EIS and DS in an adequate DEP device could provide a useful tool in further understanding protein DEP without the need to label proteins.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
The importance of electrochemical systems lies in the study of processes and factors that affect the transport of charge across the interface of an electrode in contact with an electrolyte solution. Two types of processes can occur in electrochemical systems: faradaic and non-faradaic processes. When electrochemical reactions are involved in the electrochemical cell, the process is called a faradaic process since such reactions are governed by Faraday's law [77] . However, processes such as diffusion, adsorption and desorption without the involvement of reactions are called non-faradaic processes [77] . The technique where the electrochemical cell or electrode impedance is measured and plotted versus frequency is termed EIS. EIS has been developed over the years to become a very strong experimental tool used in many fields investigating properties of semiconductors [78, 79] , in energy applications [80] [81] [82] [83] , corrosion [84, 85] and biological systems [18, 76, 86] including the one discussed in this review.
Impedance is the ratio between voltage and current which has a real and imaginary term. The real impedance represents the ability of a circuit to resist the flow of electrical current, while the imaginary impedance term reflects the ability of a circuit to store electrical energy. In other words, impedance can be defined as a complex resistance encountered when current flows through a circuit composed of various resistors, capacitors and inductors. EIS is based on the measurement of the current flowing in the system under study as a consequence of a potential applied to the electrochemical system; see Figure 3A . The applied perturbation (AC signal) is usually a sinusoidal potential equal to V= V 0 sin(ωt) and, the emitted current response is equal to I =I 0 sin(ωt + φ), where ω = 2πft and f is the frequency. Hence, electrochemical impedance is defined as the complex number Z* with the expression: Equation 3 Using Euler's relationship, exp(j(ϕ)) = cos(ϕ) + jsin(ϕ), Z* can be expressed as a combination of real (Z R ) and imaginary (Z IM ) parts as follows:
The phase angle at a chosen radial frequency is a ratio of the imaginary (Z IM ) and real (Z R ) impedance components: Equation 5 EIS measurements are typically realized in a frequency range from mHz to MHz and usually represented in a Nyquist ( Figure 3B ) or Bode plot ( Figure 3C ). By varying experimental parameters such as applied current, temperature, reactant composition, etc. frequency shifts in the impedance spectra can be observed, revealing information on electrochemical processes (faradaic and/or non-faradaic) governing the system. However, the interpretation of impedance spectra can quickly become challenging, requiring the use of additional tools such as electrical equivalent circuit modeling [19] , determination of relaxation times [87] or analysis of the difference in impedance spectra [88] for a better and deeper understanding.
The most common method to analyze impedance diagrams is using electrical equivalent circuits. This kind of analysis consists in fitting a measured impedance diagram with combination of ideal (resistor, capacitor, inductor, etc.) and non-ideal (constant phase element, Warburg element, etc.) electrical elements in series and/or in parallel [19] . Hence, the impedance diagram can be separated into different frequency ranges, each one represented by part of the equivalent circuit. This deconvolution of the impedance diagram allows distinguishing the main contributions governing the system considered. Equivalent circuits should always be selected on the basis of a detailed understanding of the electrochemical system, as long as it is based on the chemical and physical properties of the system and does not contain arbitrarily chosen circuit elements [19] . Since this method consists on fitting equivalent circuits with the experimental data, one has to be careful in choosing the correct equivalent circuit model. For instance, having an equivalent circuit that perfectly fits the experimental data does not necessarily mean that this equivalent circuit model has physical meaning. Therefore, one needs to apply knowledge of the physical processes involved, compare several equivalent circuit models with experimental data and attempt to simplify the representation as much as possible [19] .
Determination of complex permittivity for DEP applications
The complex permittivity of biological material can be extracted from EIS measurements. Knowing the complex permittivity of the medium as well as the biological material of interest, the DEP behavior can be predicted as we will see in section titled 'DS of Proteins'. Here, we review the equations that correlate the impedance with the complex permittivity ε* as well as model theories such as the Maxwell-Wagner equation and its applications.
The dielectric analysis presents the permittivity and conductivity of a material as a combined complex permittivity formed by a real and imaginary component.
The real permittivity component, ε′, is inversely related to Z IM while the imaginary permittivity component represents the conductance of the material and is inversely proportional to Z R [19] , as shown in Equations 7 & 8:
Equation 8 where k is the cell constant, σ the conductivity and ε 0 the vacuum permittivity. When dielectric properties are extracted by EIS, the method is typically called DS instead of EIS [19] However, DS uses the same type of electrical information as EIS but differs from its analysis and approach to data representation.
The impedance of a suspension depends on the sum of the current contributions through and around the suspended biological particle [19] . This allows to relate measured impedance with DEP properties. pDEP occurs when the permittivity of the particle is higher than the medium ( ) aligning the dipoles with the field, causing attraction. In contrast, nDEP occurs when the permittivity of the particle is lower than the medium ( ), then the induced dipole aligns against the field, causing repulsion of the particle [19] . Lvovich et al. [22] and in his book [19] defines the Re[f CM (ω)] factor in terms of impedance of the particle ( ) and the medium ( ) as: Equation 9 However, we need to keep in mind that the total impedance is a mix of particles suspended in an electrolyte solution; hence, models have to be applied in order to determine . The Maxwell-Wagner model describes the impedance of a dilute suspension of particles. The model consists of defining the equivalent complex permittivity of the mixture in terms of the Re[f CM (ω)] and the ratio of the particle volume to the detection volume (volume fraction) defined by the following equation [26] : Equation 10 where is the complex permittivity of the mixture and δ is the volume fraction.
Using the Maxwell-Wagner model in combination with EIS, Re[f CM (ω)] of bioparticles, specifically cells, has been reported in several publications [17, [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, because of their complex and heterogeneous structure, cells cannot be considered as a simple sphere and are thus represented as single-shell or multi-shell particles depending on the specific cell type. In the single-shell model, the cell cytoplasm is considered as a conducting homogeneous sphere covered with a thin shell (cell membrane) [89] . In the multi-shell model, the spherical nucleus is also considered as a sphere having a thin shell, and the cytoplasm and cell membrane can be represented by another sphere with a thin shell forming a double shell [89] . Equivalent circuits are used to represent single-shell or multi-shell models to fit the impedance spectra allowing deriving dielectric properties for subcellular compartments.
For example, Sabunco et al. [24] [20] by extrapolating data obtained with multiple spacer thickness to infinite separation [90] [91] [92] without directly using a Maxwell-Wagner model. Moreover, dielectric characterizations of nanoparticles (12-220 nm) with EIS have been reported in combination with MaxwellWagner theory [93] showing that the polarization mechanism is partially dependent on the surface charge and the size of the nanoparticles.
A basic understanding of the polarization of a suspended particle or colloids under an applied electric field can be explained as follows: when the electric field is applied to a colloid, the charged particle and its electric double layer (EDL) will be forced into motion, with particle and counterions moving in opposite direction [93] . Migration and convection of ions induce an ionic current along the particle surface which polarizes the EDL and changes the dipole moment. At the same time, the electrophoretic migration of the particle in response to the applied electric field also polarizes the EDL and modifies the strength of the dipole moment [94] . A classical model to describe the dielectric properties of particles is the Maxwell-Wagner model valid at high frequencies [28, [94] [95] [96] since the influence of the bulk solution on the dipole moment of the particle at low frequencies is not accounted for in this model. The Dukhin-Shilov theory extends to low frequencies [94, 97, 98] ; however, both Maxwell-Wagner and Dukhin-Shilov theories are restricted to thin EDL (compared with the particle radius) and do not consider the influence of electrophoresis on the dipole moment [94] . A more detailed model compared with Maxwell-Wagner or Dukhin-Shilov model is the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equation (PNP) taking into account migration, convection and diffusion of ions as well as the particle's electrophoretic migration [94, 95] . In addition, the PNP model is not restricted to thick EDLs, for instance, the PNP model has been applied for nanoscale particles surrounded by a thick EDL [99, 100] . Zhao and Bao [100] used this model to study nanorods reporting the effect of size on the dipole moment showing a good agreement with experimental data for short DNA molecules. According to their results [100] , the finite ion mobility prevents the ions from responding to the applied electric field at high frequencies. When the frequency decreases, ions in the EDL have sufficient time to migrate along the particle surface and accumulate at the ends of the rod, polarizing the EDL [100] . Since the distance between the separated charges (accumulating at the ends of the rod) increases as the length of the rod increases, the magnitude of the dipole moment also increases [94, 100] . The PNP model has also been used to calculate the dipole moment of spherical nanoparticles [101, 102] , and two dimensional cylindrical particles with the electric field transverse to their axis [95] . Although proteins have more complicated structure than nanoparticles or nanorods, these considerations might also apply for proteins and could improve the understanding of the protein polarization mechanism at high and low frequencies.
With the appropriate model, the polarizability of proteins can be determined depending on the frequency range. At high frequency, the dipole moment can be potentially determined in combination of Maxwell-Wagner theory with EIS measurements. At low frequencies, diffusion and electrokinetic effects (Dukhin-Shilov or PNP theory) have to be considered besides the contributions of the Maxwell-Wagner model to determine the permittivity with EIS. These current models might, however, be refined and adapted to specific proteins. Additionally, electrode polarization (EP) effects occur at low frequency creating noise and complicating the EIS measurements. This effect will be described in more detail in the section of Electrode Polarization Effects with possible solutions. As far as we know, EIS has not yet been directly used to determine the Re[f CM (ω)] of proteins. However, estimations can be performed from previous DS studies of proteins as we will show in the next chapter. Nevertheless, EIS is a promising technique to study the DEP behavior of proteins, and we encourage the experimental community to incorporate this technique in their research for protein DEP.
DS of proteins
The dielectric properties of biological systems typically display extremely high dielectric permittivity at low frequencies, decreasing in more or less distinct steps with increasing frequency, as shown in Figure 4 . Their frequency dependence permits identification and investigation of a number of different underlying mechanisms. DS is especially sensitive to interface polarization and intermolecular (dipole-dipole) interactions, and cooperative processes may be monitored [103] . DS is correlated to EIS through the relations of impedance to permittivity as can be seen from Equations 7 & 8; however, DS differs from EIS due to its analysis and approach to data representation. One of the main interests of performing DS measurements is to determine the dielectric relaxation of molecules, which is a measure of the time scale for reorientation of the molecule [19, 104] . The concept of dielectric relaxation was first introduced by Maxwell and Debye, who used it to describe the time (τ) required for dipolar molecules to reversely orient themselves in the external AC electric field. The time required for that process to take place was called relaxation time and it is inversely related to the critical relaxation frequency (fc) with τ= ½πf C [19] . DS measures relaxation times by plotting the complex permittivity ε* versus the frequency.
Protein solutions have dielectric relaxation due to orientation of polar molecules and counterion fluctuations [105] . Dielectric spectra of aqueous protein solutions generally extend over a broad frequency range, from a few kHz to tens of GHz consisting of different and partially overlapping regions originating from different polarization mechanisms at the molecular level [106] . In a dielectric spectrum of a protein solution, a fairly large relaxation is observed in the range of approximately 0.1-1 MHz called β-dispersion corresponding to the orientational relaxation of protein dipoles [107] . The δ-dispersion, located in between β-and γ-dispersion (see Figure 4) , is still a subject of discussion [108] . First indications for δ-dispersions where found by Haggis and Buchanan [109, 110] . δ-Dispersion is considered to include the orientational relaxation of dipoles of water molecules in the hydration shell, flexible loops or side chains of proteins [111] . It is generally accepted nowadays that this dispersion is due to bound water relaxation; however, the complexity of proteins makes it difficult to decide if the δ-dispersion can solely be explained by a bound water relaxation or if additional effects like intra-protein motions have to be included [108] . In the microwave frequency range, large relaxation with an absorption peak at ∼20 GHz is termed gdispersion corresponding to the orientational relaxation of bulk water dipoles [112] . Finally, α-dispersions are generally associated with the diffusion processes of ionic species in the low frequency range (1-100Hz) and are governed by the solvent dynamics [35, 108] . Figure  4 shows a schematic view of the four dispersions located at their particular frequency range.
As we mentioned before, the polarization of proteins depends on the protein structure, type of buffer (e.g., conductivity and pH) and protein concentration. Oleinikova et al. [74] demonstrated that the dipole moment of proteins decreases with the concentration due to protein-protein interactions. For globular proteins, the reorientation is a process controlled by the hydrodynamic friction of the solvent [113] . Therefore, the polarization of proteins not only depends on the reorientation of the polar side groups, vibrations of the polypeptide backbone and fluctuating proton transfer between ionized side groups of the protein, but also on the torque exerted on each water dipole moment to align along the direction of the field vector [74, 75, 113] . In conclusion, the polarization of proteins is a more complex process as compared with nanoparticles and the available models describing nanoparticle polarization might need further refinement to fully describe protein polarization.
Although dielectric properties of proteins using DS have been studied intensively [103, [114] [115] [116] , the determination of Re[f CM (ω)] of proteins through DS is not usually reported. However, having determined the permittivity of the protein and the medium, the Re[f CM (ω)] can be deducted. As an example, the Re[f CM (ω)] for myoglobin and lysozyme can be calculated with Equation 1 with permittivities as previously obtained with DS measurements. Figure 5 shows the Re[f CM (ω)] values for myoglobin and lysozyme calculated from references [117] and [106] , respectively. The dielectric data of water were obtained from reference [118] .
From Figure 5 , we can see that nDEP of lysozyme is expected at high frequencies from 10 MHz to 10 GHz, which agrees with DEP behavior modeled in Matyushov's report [119] . In the case of myoglobin, a change of the DEP behavior is expected from nDEP to pDEP in the high frequency range between 10 MHz and 10 GHz. This can be compared with a model developed by Gunda et al. [120] . In their simulations, a dielectric myoglobin model is developed by approximating the shape of the myoglobin molecule as sphere, oblate and prolate spheroid. According to this model, the crossover frequency for myoglobin from nDEP to pDEP is expected at 40 MHz [120] , which is a lower frequency compared with our estimations of the Re[f CM (ω)] for myoglobin, see Figure 5 . This discrepancy of this report in comparison with our calculations might be due to variations in the experimental conditions reported in the literature from which we extracted the underlying information for Figure 5 .
Nevertheless, this comparison demonstrates that one could expect significant differences in the magnitude of DEP forces leading to different DEP-based migration. In the frequency range in which the two proteins show nDEP, they should be distinguished with their different DEP migration due to a differing magnitude of the Clausius-Mossotti factor. This points toward a possible separation mechanism despite the similar size of the proteins: ∼15 kDa for lysozyme versus ∼17 kDa for myoglobin. Moreover, at larger frequencies, the coexistence of nDEP and pDEP would even indicate a stronger difference in their DEP behavior. For example, we speculate that the two proteins could be separated by a streaming DEP application, fractionating the two proteins into different streams on a microfluidic platform. Similar approaches have been developed with other biological species [40, [121] [122] [123] [124] .
It is important to mention that one difficulty to calculate the Re[f CM (ω)] of proteins from previous studies is to find the dielectric spectra of the medium under the same conditions as the DS measurements were carried out for the particular protein of interest. Nevertheless, these calculations show the importance of DS measurements to predict the DEP behavior of proteins. Moreover, DS studies with proteins are usually performed at very high frequencies (>MHz) to avoid EP effects. Extrapolation to lower frequencies, such as for example used in iDEP applications becomes difficult. Some reports however included DS at low frequencies by careful experimental approaches such as the recent publications of Roy et al. [125] , Jansson et al. [126] and Kyritsis et al. [127] . Limitations of protein DS include sensitivity of the measuring apparatus and polarization due to the double layer that forms at the electrode/ solution interface (EP) [128] which will be discussed next.
EP effects
A main factor affecting the accuracy of DS measurements is EP. When EP occurs, the dielectric spectra of the protein of interest are greatly influenced by the signal of EP at low frequencies (<1 kHz). Therefore, DS measurements of proteins at low frequencies are a challenge. EP occurs when ions migrate toward the electrode or sample interface under the influence of an electric field, leading to the development of ionic double layers in these regions producing a strong voltage drop. The resultant capacitance of these double layers can dominate the signal at lower frequencies (<1 kHz), masking the dielectric properties of the system under study. Several correction techniques have been developed to minimize EP effects which include the following.
Algorithm corrections
Algorithm corrections include mathematical models that define functions that correlate the capacitance due to the EP [129, 130] . Therefore, knowing the EP capacitance through algorithms, the impedance of experimental data can be corrected by subtraction.
Comparison & substitution methods
In this method the evaluation of the EP is based on an additional measurement of a reference material with well-defined dielectric parameters and having the same conductivity as the sample. For example, Valero et al. [17] used this approach to determine Re[f CM (ω)] of red blood cells by quantifying the impedance difference of the microfluidic channel with and without cells. Thus, elimination of EP could be implemented by subtraction of the reference spectrum from the spectrum of the probe; however, this approach is only successful if the conductivity of the medium in both experiments is the same.
Electrode-coating techniques
The overall idea is to maximize the electrode-electrolyte interface area which is inversely proportional to the EP impedance by increasing the surface area. In other words, high surface area (rougher/porous electrodes) and highly conductive electrode materials will reduce EP [129] . This can be achieved either by mechanical or electrochemical treatments that produce porous or fractal metal interfaces with a large effective surface area [131] or by selecting electrodes such as conductive polymers [132] and carbon electrodes [133, 134] which are porous and therefore have higher surface area. Carbon electrodes have already been used in DEP applications [8, 135] and their use could be advantageous for DS measurements of proteins.
Hardware-based techniques
The design of the electrodes as well as the complete electrochemical cell has an important impact on EP effects. To this respect, it is of importance to use electrodes as small as possible to improve sensitivity [33, 131] . Micro-and nanofabrication is an excellent tool that can make this possible. Current DEP devices can potentially be used in combination with EIS and DS. As mentioned before, two main types of DEP devices are used: eDEP and iDEP. However, if EIS and DS measurements are incorporated, additional electrodes have to be integrated (e.g., working electrode and counter electrode) in the regions where the protein is concentrated or trapped. Those electrodes are connected to a potentiostat and might be different from those inducing the electric field gradient.
Another DEP microfluidic design that has not been used yet for EIS and DS measurements combined with DEP but can potentially be used is contactless DEP (cDEP), see Figure 6A . cDEP is an extension of iDEP where the electrodes are located outside the microfluidic channel avoiding direct contact with the electrolyte solution [136, 137] potentially eliminating EP effects to a large extent. Electrodes not connected to the microfluidic channel as realized in cDEP devices can be connected to the potentiostat for EIS and DS measurements, while electrodes in the inlet/outlet of the microfluidic channel induce the electric field gradient at insulating constrictions. In addition, Davalos et al. [138] patented an iDEP device with integrated electrodes for impedance measurements of cells where electrodes for EIS measurements were located on the side of the microfluidic walls, see Figure 6B . In this case, cells were concentrated through iDEP while EIS could be performed at the same time (real-time measurements) [138] .
Devices such as cDEP or iDEP typically require higher applied potentials than eDEP devices. An alternative strategy involves the use of carbon-DEP devices and their application similar to the schematic shown in Figure 6C . Carbon-DEP combines some of the advantages of metal-based eDEP and iDEP, where electrodes are made by carbonizing a patterned photoresist [135] rendering a conductive carbon material that can be used as an electrode. Therefore, we can potentially design carbon-DEP devices with additional electrodes for DS and EIS measurements. Hardware-based techniques can be combined with the algorithm corrections, substitution methods and electrode coating techniques mentioned above to reduce or eliminate EP for protein EIS and DS studies at low frequency. In addition, the resolution of low frequency modes can also be improved by electrical cleaning as found in a recent publication by Richert's group [125] . Finally, modifying electrodes with bio-films or self-assembled monolayers is another strategy to reduce EP effects by forming a layer protecting the electrode from EP effects [30, 51, 53, 54, 139, 140] .
Another important aspect of EP is its dependence on solution conductivity and temperature. Mazzeo and Flewitt [141] discussed in their paper that the phase angle measured by impedance analyzer instruments is intrinsically dependent on the conductivity of the solution. In general, phase angle resolution constraints due to high conductivity solutions prohibit many experiments in high salt concentrations [141] . This is one reason that most DS experiments are performed in solutions with an ionic strength less than 1 mM [142] . Ions affect the conductivity according to their individual ionic mobilities, thus, different buffer ions will result in different conductivities at equal concentrations. Hence, one important step to perform DS measurements is selecting an appropriate impedance analyzer following the arguments by Mazzeo and Flewitt [141] as well as an appropriate buffer system. In addition, there are several approaches of EP correction that have been proposed for DS measurements in high conductivity media. All of them are based on the different model descriptions of the EP process, experimental estimation of its magnitude and subtraction of the EP component from the raw signal in the frequency or time domain [103] . In addition, the electrical double layer also depends critically upon the chemical nature of the sample being investigated as well as upon the chemical and physical nature of the electrodes used [103] ; therefore, a suitable microfluidic design and electrode material can also be applied to improve DS measurements at high conductivity. It is interesting to note that the DEP device used by Liao et al. [15] has been capable to concentrate proteins in physiological media. In addition, Krishnan et al. [143, 144] have performed DEP studies of DNA and nanoparticles in high conductivity media using a microarray device with hydrogel over-coated microelectrodes. Such approaches could potentially be applied to DS measurements. Finally, using a four electrode instead of the typically employed two electrode configuration as suggested by Mazzeo et al. [141] could further reduce EP effects.
Finally, the conductivity dependence on temperature -usually described by the Arrhenius equation [19] -is important since Joule heating effects can occur in DEP experiments [48, 145] . This is especially important in the case where EIS and DS measurements are incorporated in iDEP devices since iDEP devices require higher applied potentials to overcome electrokinetic effects resulting in Joule heating effects. Nakano et al. [73] determined that the temperature in iDEP devices fluctuates from room temperature to 34°C at 3000 V/cm with a conductivity of 300 μS/cm. However, smaller applied electric fields did not show appreciable temperature increases. We should thus expect higher temperature fluctuations with higher medium conductivity. Fortunately, the temperature dependence of the dielectric properties of proteins is stronger at low temperatures (<293 K) than at higher temperature [115] ; this implies that the dielectric spectra of proteins might not be influenced through Joule heating effects if DEP concentration would be used in dielectric measurements.
As we have demonstrated with this section, EP presents an important challenge faced in performing DS measurements at low frequencies. However, understanding and suppressing EP in DS applications could also be viewed as an opportunity in itself considering the importance of the interface and the several options to correct and to minimize EP effects.
Linking EIS & DS with DEP
In order to incorporate EIS and DS measurements in DEP devices, the first step is to engineer DEP devices that incorporate electrodes for EIS and DS measurements. One way is to incorporate interdigitated microelectrodes in the microfluidic channel presenting promising advantages in terms in low ohmic drop and fast establishment of the steady state [33] . Most of the EIS measurements for DEP applications have utilized eDEP devices [17, 26, 146] . Those studies have been mainly focused on label free detection of biomolecules which is very attractive in the field. However, patterning electrodes in microfluidic devices (eDEP) has the disadvantage of not covering the complete height of the microfluidic channel which might result in missing information during the EIS and DS measurements. MartinezDuarte et al. [147] have developed interdigitated microelectrodes made of carbonized photoresist (carbon electrodes) with the unique characteristic that those interdigitated carbon electrodes can be easily patterned with flexible shapes covering the entire depth of the channel (3D carbon-DEP device) [8] , see Figure 6C . This type of interdigitated device can potentially be used in the future for EIS and DS measurements. An alternative device that can also be used for EIS and DS measurements is cDEP [136] as mentioned in the previous section, see Figure 6B .
Finally, another novel approach to incorporate EIS and DS measurements is using liquid electrodes in an iDEP device such as developed by Demierre and coworkers [148, 149] . This novel device is based on the use of planar electrodes fabricated on the bottom of dead-end chambers placed on the side of the main flowing channel. For instance, a non-invasive, label-free method has recently been developed for morphology-based cell sensing based on EIS measurements using this kind of device [36] . In addition, a recent protein DEP work used an iDEP device to preconcentrate proteins through nDEP where carbon electrodes were located at the nDEP regions adsorbing proteins. After preconcentration with the iDEP device, the carbon electrodes with adsorbed proteins were connected to perform electrochemical studies [51] . Moreover, Davalos et al. have already proposed an iDEP device integrating electrodes for sensing cells via EIS measurements, see Figure 6A . Those are examples of the variety of microfluidic devices that can potentially be designed to integrate iDEP devices with EIS measurements.
Conclusion
We have reviewed the experimental approaches and potential of EIS and DS measurements to reveal useful information for DEP experiments of proteins. EIS is a technique that elucidates dielectric properties to identify and characterize biomolecules such as proteins.
The main difference between EIS and DS is the data analysis and approach for data representation. There is also extended information available on DS of proteins; however, this knowledge has not been directly used to determine Re[f CM (ω)] which would help to understand the DEP behavior of proteins. We thus provided an estimation of the Re[f CM (ω)] of lysozyme and myoglobin adapted from previous reports as an example. This demonstrates that the DEP properties of proteins could be obtained in a variety of frequency ranges and useful design parameters for bioanlaytical applications may be extracted. In addition, we have discussed remaining challenges in EIS and DS and gave alternatives to reduce the EP effects. With this knowledge we propose that DEP devices with incorporated EIS and DS capabilities could make an impact to elucidate protein DEP but also provide improved methodology for protein manipulation by DEP.
Future perspective
Since the number of research groups that have studied protein DEP have been increased more than three-times from 2010 to 2013, we expect this method to be of importance for bioanalytical applications. Knowing the dielectrophoretic properties of proteins is imperative to create strategies for their future separation and purification by DEP. The link between dielectric properties obtained from methods such as EIS and DS is important to improve the field and deduct predictions for the parameters suitable for protein DEP. With adequate selection of literature data, this is already possible and promising as shown in this review.
Furthermore, the direct coupling of EIS or DS capabilities in DEP devices has the advantage to extract dielectric properties under the same experimental conditions. Moreover, the impedance readout has the advantage of not requiring protein labeling thus allowing for the study of native proteins. However, the combined approach requires several experimental challenges to be overcome, such as EP and the adequate theoretical model. With the refinement of device designs, microfluidic integration and appropriate nanotechnological approaches, these challenges might be addressed successfully for proteins. We expect important information to be gained through the incorporation of DS and EIS measurements in devices also suitable for protein DEP. Finally, a large variety of proteins need to be investigated in the future to truly elucidate the analytical applications in which protein DEP will play a role.
Key terms
Dielectrophoresis: Technique used to separate, concentrate and fractionate biomolecules in electric field gradients.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy: Electrochemical technique that measures the impedance of samples.
Dielectric spectroscopy: Technique that measures the dielectric properties of materials. It uses the same information obtained by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy but differs in its analysis and approach to data representation.
Electrode polarization: Electrochemical phenomenon that takes place at the interface between the electrode and ion-containing liquid. The plot shows the contributions of the β-, δ-and γ-dispersions, which arise from reorientation motions of protein molecules and the bound and the free water molecules, respectively. α-dispersions are usually associated with diffusion processes of ionic species. Adapted with permission from [35] [© Elsevier (2013); and [108] [© Elsevier (2012). . iDEP is used to trapp cells while electrodes located next to the walls are used as sensors performing EIS measurements. (C) A carbon-dielectrophoresis device utilized in [135] . Carbondielectrophoresis is a combination of iDEP and eDEP. Posts in the microfluidic device are patterned and then carbonized making the material conductive. EIS: Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
